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Mineral exploration

& leasing in Northern Wisconsin

The clystalline tocks of Precambrian age which outl lOp in not thern Wisconsin ale a southetn ('xtension o[ the ~0-·(,:.111('d "CntladiHtl Shit·ltI" .
The} ale VP1?t old, on the 01oe1 O[ 1-2 billion YCrl.l":";, rind hl~ tt)mplt,x
both in l'OCl\: types ann geologic structuIE'..
They I'Pconi pCI i.oo~ of
mount.ain building and erosion; of the deposition of ancient sediments
including il'on formation, and of the deep-seated injection of magma;
of quiet, massive, lava flows, and of explosive volcanic eruptions.
The Canadian Shield has long been known as one of the great metalogenic provinces in the world, and much geologic research has been
done to attempt to relate the occurrence of mineral deposits to the
regional sequence of geologic events which resulted in their formation"
Most recent studies indicate that mineralization is integrally assoc-'
iated with a complex series of volcanic events" The resultant rock
uni ts wer e formerly called Tlgr eenstone bel ts IT but the terms "volcanic'sedimentary belts" or tlvolcanic piles" are now more commonly used"
Recent geologic work in Northern Wisconsin has shown that such
volcanic piles occur in the Precambrian rocks, and test·-drilling' has
shown that mineralization is also present. Due to these factors, as
well as to the fact that northern Wisconsin is the largest, unexplored,
segment of the Canadian Shield in the United States, the area presents
a most favorable target for exploration and is attracting great interest
by many major mining companies"
Exploration in northern Wisconsin is, however, neither easy nor
inexpensive" Not only have the rock units been altered and contorted
ove! geologic time, but glaciation, within the r'ecent geologic past,
left a blanket of glacial debris (drift) over the bedrock surface.
In some areas bedrock outcrops are plentiful enough so that the rock
types and geologic structures can be determined by observation in the
field, but in many areas outcrops are so scarce that this is not pos·sible and indirect methods must be used" Among these the most basic
is air-borne magnetics" This is a rapid, and relatively inexpensive
technique which differentiates rock groups on the basis of their magnetic properties. Along with magnetics some other data may be gathered
at the same time such as measurements of radio-·activity and electromagnetic measurements .
Tar gets for more detailed study are selected on the basis of con-·
tr asting properties (anomalies) revealed by the air-,borne surveys"
When these have been identified detailed, ground-based, geophysical
studies are made and the target area is further refined o Up to this
point virtually all geologic knowledge is based on interpretation,
and it is now that the geologist has to decide whether the results
indicate going any further and, if so, to sell his company in taking
the next exploratory step, namely drilling.. This is a very expensive
process, but it is the only way that the cause of the geophysical
anomalies can be determined"
It is at this point that the companies
must negotiate for exploration permits g'iving them proprietary rights
to drill on specified tracts of land, and, at the same time, secure
a mining lease that will give them the right to mine the deposit should
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the drilling program locate an ore-body .
This is a tense period for both the landowners and the companies"
The landowners are convinced that they are sitting on a gold mine,
but the companies realize that the odds on success are long indeed~
The negotiations must be made with a relative degree of secrecy to
prevent attracting the entry of competitors, and it is a period of
uncertainty for all cOllcernedo What, then, should the owners of
mineral rights do to both encourage exploration and protect their
interests at the same time.

Be sure that you are dealing with a reliable company.
Many
major companies have exploration subsidiaries which do not bear the
name of the parent company, some companies may negotiate through consultants.
Exploration, or rumors of exploration, tend to attract
speculators who may offer what look like attractive contracts but who
have no mining capability themselves, and stand to profit only by
peddling the contract at a higher rate to a bon~ fide mining company"
If a company, or its representative, is unable to identify itself
satisfactorily don't deal with them"
It is in the interest of both the company and the landowners
that exploration rights are acquired as promptly as possible"
Long
delays and unreasonable hold-'outs may kill a project entirely, however minerals are not like crops that must be harvested periodically,
they remain indefinately until mined.
Be reasonable, but take adequate
time to examine the contract and the background of the company offering
it"
You may wish to hire a qualified consultant to advise you..
This
may be expensive but worth it in the long run .

During the prospecting period the company is, or should be,
making a substantial investment with no g-uarantee of any return"
Among the suggested provisions of a prospecting permit are the following"
1"
An initial payment and a nominal rental fee should be required.
This would depend on the acreage involved, the state of development of
the property, the current use of the land, the disturbance that would
be caused by the prospecting activity_
This is a time to get information not to get r'icho
2"
An annual minimum amount of work by the company should be
specified, and an annual report of work perfol:med should be required.
The detailed r esul ts, however, should remain coni ident ial"
3~
The wOlk should be done with minimulll amount oJ damage, 01'
distUI bance to the surface of the pl'Opel'ty"
The company should be
losponsible iOl l'cpair'ing any damage, l'e-imbll1'sing owner for' any timber
cut etc .

The period of explolation should be limitedjand at the termination of the exploration permit complete records of all exploration
40
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work, geophysical, core drilling, assays etc" should be furnished to
the owner and to the Wisconsin Geological Survey. It is extremely
important that records of exploration be filed whether they be negative or positive..
Five years should be adequate for the term of a
prospecting permit but provision could be made for an extension by
mutual agreement.

There are, of course, other legal considerations that are in·-·
eluded in prospecting permits and the provisions above ate for sub-·
stantive consideration rather than legal format"
3"

The Mining Lease"

At the same time that a prospecting permit is signed, a permit
to mine should also be signed, as no company can invest in a major
exploration program if it has not secured the right to mine the are
that it might discover.
a)

Royalty Payments

The prime purpose of a mining lease, other than permitting the
company to mine, is to provide for royalty payments to the owner for
ore removed from his property.
It should be noted that rather than entering into a mining lease,
an option to purchase might be preferred o
In this case the company
has the option to purchase the property outright thus giving the landowner an immediate financial return, and also releasing the company
from royalty payments ..
When the mining lease is in force there are two phases of activity,
one while the property is being held prior to mining, and the other
when mining is actually begun" During the period prior to mining
the companies conventionally pay an "advance royalty"" As soon as
mining commences the comp~nies pay a "production royalty!!, and the
advance royalties paid preViously are deducted from the production
royali tes"
Mining leases are also conventionally written for a long period
of time as a company could not obtain financing if it were not guar-·
anteed a long-term operation to permit complete mining of the ore body.
Although it has been generally assumed that when a bona fide
company obtains a mining lease it intends to mine, recent experience
has shown that this may not be always true. Once a company has a long
term lease on an undeveloped property it can use this for leverage to
obtain both tax concessions on properties operating in other areas,
01 price concessions from other companies with whom its operations
would compete.
Thus a company could hold lands by a mining lease
1<-)1 dC'cades without any mining activity, dUl'ing which period the sur-'
face owner is severely limited in the use to which he may put the surfUCL' not knowing when mining' might commence..
Mon~ovel
if other companies evidence interest in mining the deposit it i::-; the company holding
the long-term lease, not the propel ty OWIH.'l', who contlols thC' decision.

Wi th the above concerns in mind, it is r'ecommended that mining
leases be structured to provide incentives for early mining and dis-'
courage long-term holding.
Specifically:
1.
mining"

Mining leases be limited to a maximum of twenty years without

2" When mining begins the lease shall be automatically extended
for that period of time necessary to complete the mining of the ore.
3"
"Mining" shall mean continuous operations except when pre-·
vented by strikes or other forces outside of the control of the company.,
4" Payments made to the owner prior to mining shall not be considered ltadvance royalties" but shall be termed rental ..
5.,
The amount of rental should escalate annually. (Ex . $1.00 per
acre the first year, $2,00 the second .. , .$20 .. 00 the twentieth year .,)
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Rental payments paid for only those five years pr ior to
ment of production royal ties should be deducted from royal tics .

pay-~

The above provisions would, of course, have to apply to the total
mining property, not to individual holdings as it may be impossible
to mine the entire property at the same time"
The amount of production royal ties to be paid is a matter' of
negotiation, and there are several bases on which these are figured"
Most commonly the royalty is based on a percentage of the value of
minerals produced :t:,ob" mine"
In the case of sulfide ores, which are
those of immediate concern in northern Wisconsin, the values is based
on the net proceeds from the sale of the ores, concentrates and/o:r mill
products, less the cost of transpo:rtation and smelting. Some leases
may p:rovide for royalties to change with the grade of are, others
may change wi th depth of mining f however a per cent age of value f" 0" b.,
mine is simple and fair"
Often a unit of' government such as a county, can profitably stimulate mining by accepting a lower royalty rate than an individual due
to the multiplier effect of' the mining activity on the local and regional economy through jobs created, taxes etc"
3,

Conduct_~!

oper'ations, rehabilitation"

Virtually all mining leases contain a clause stating that mining
shall be conducted in a careful and workmanlike manner, however the
growing concern for the preservation of environmental quality requires
that planned reclamation be an integral part of the total operation"
There are over-'riding state laws that prohibit the discharge of any
deleterious substance, inclu~Hng tailings, into streams" Air pollUtion is likewise controlled" There are, however, no state laws or
regulations that spell out how the land shall be left at the conclusion of mining" Mining companies should be required to furnish plans
for both mining and reclamation" Mining should not be permitted with-·
out the plans being approved and the company posting bond to insure
per/otmanc('"
The problem however is who :-;hould apPJ'Ove the plans"
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It is obvious that the landowners cannot negotiate a reclamation
plan on an individual basis.
There is no state agency that has the
authority to require and approve reclamation plans, therefore it
would appear that, at present, this could well be a function of county
government thl'ough zoning ordinances,
Regional planning commissions
could be of great aid in advising the individual counties" Major
mining companies have now become extremely sensitive to their images
and no company should object to reclamation provisions providing that
they are reasonable.
If properly reclaimed open pit mines operations
can often create greater recreational values than previously existed.
This is another area in which counties could adjust their royalty
rates in return for reclamation plans over and above those which might
be normally expected, but which might enhance the long term financial
base of the county,
Needless to say that the property owner should receive compensation for loss of surface values (harvestable timber, crops, etc.)
over and above any royalty payments.

4.

Mineral rights and surface rights ..

Throughout most of Wisconsin the owner of the surface rights is
also owner of the mineral rights.
In some areas, however, the mineral
rights have been reserved, and separated from the surface rights"
If the mineral rights have been separated this fact should show on the
property records.
This creates two separate estates. A surf'ace estate which is taxable and which may revert back to the county for
non-payment of taxes, and a mineral estate which is not taxable hence
does not revert due to tax delinquency of the owner of the surface
estate.
As there is no law in Wisconsin which lequires the registration
of mineral rights it is often extremely difficult to determine who
the owner is
Indeed the mineral rights may have been separated
generations ago, and the present legal owner may not even be aware
of his ownership.
This has created an extremely confusing situation
which is by no means unique to Wisconsin .
Minnesota recently passed a law that if, after a reasonable search,
the owner of the mineral rights could not be located the state would
act as trustee and enter into mining contracts on his behalf..
If the
owner appeared later the state would pay him the royalties due less
the costs of administr'ation ..
Wisconsin legislators are considering legislation which would
require the registration of mineral rights, when separated from the
surface rights, and the payment of a small annual registration fee"
Failtlle to I'cgistOI, or pay the annual fee, would JesuIt in the mincI'a1 lights lovel ting back to the' ownel 01 the StU face lights.,
SOIllC' stud) appealS nece:..:;salT to ('lal1.1y the light..,.; 01 thL' nwnC'1
tilt:.' sUl'lace when tho ownel of the minP1'uls cntf'ls a mining contl"act
When minel'u1 1 ights are sepal atcd the sc'pal at ion implies the t"ight to
mine, and to utilize as much of the :":;UI face as is npccssary to (onduct

01

the mining opcl'ation.

In the case of sinking a :..:;haft this might

b{'
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a small f:raction of the surface, but in the case of an open pit mine
this could constitute the entire sUI'face"
It would appear that the surface owner could not prohibit mining,
but it also would seem obvious that the surface owner would have to
be compensated for any damage done to surface propelty"
If the document separating the mineral right::-; specifies the respective rights 01 both owners, and the method of resolving conflicting
interests, there might be little, if any, p.toblem. However where a
definite agreement is lacking it might be extremely difficult to
reconcile the tights of the respective owners and the compensation
due,

G .. Hanson, Director, State Geologist
Geological anrl Natural History Survey
The Vni vel'si ty 0 f Wiscons in-Extension
April 6, 1971

Note
On the attached bedrock geology map the "Canadian Shield" is
primarily the area shown in pink" More detailed information on the
Precambrian Geology of the state may be found in "Lithologic, Geophysical,
and Mineral Commodity Maps of Pr'ecambrian Rocks in Wisconsin" by Carl
E .. Dutton and Reta B .. Bradley, 1970 ..
USGS MGI Map 1-631.. They may be
obtained from the Wisconsin Geological Survey, 1815 University Avenue,
Madison, 53706 for $2 .. 50 ..
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SHORT HISTORY OF THE ICE AGE IN WISCONSIN
The Pleistocene Epoch or Ice Age began about 1,700,000 years ago which, in terms of
geologic time, is not long ago, There were many separate glaciat.ions during the Ice Age,
each followed by a period when the ice sheets (except those on Greenland and Ant.arct.ica)
melted away. The last major glacial episode is called the Wisconsin Glaciation, because
it was first studied in detail in this state, It ended about 10,000 years ago ..
The ice sheets were formed by the accumulation of snow t.hat
reached a thickness of two miles in some areas. The North American
east·-central Canada, spreading outward in every direction.. The south
ing ice sheet had many tongues or lobes whose direction and rate of
trolled by t.he topography of the land surface over which they flowed
ice accumulation in the different areas from which they were fed.

turned t.o ice and
ice sheet formed in
edge of the advancmovement were conand by the rates of

The ice sheet transported a great amount of rock and soil debt"is. Some of this debris, which is called till, was piled up at the margins of t.he ice lobes to form mo·raines. The patter'n of moraines, in brown, shows the location of t.he major ice lobes in
Wisconsin. One lobe advanced down the basin of Lake Michigan, another down Green Bay.
and others down Lake Superior' and over the northern peninsula of Michigan.. The wellknown Kettle Moraine was for'med between the Lake Michigan and Green Bay Lobes, Drumlins
are elongated mounds of debris that were molded by the ice passing over t.hem; their
orientations indicate the direction of ice movement. As the ice melted, the debris was
reworked by melt-water rivers, and large amounts of sand and gravel weI'e deposit.ed to
form outwash plains. pits were formed in the outwash where buried blocks of ice melted,
and many of these are now occupied by lakes,
The action of the ice profoundly modified the landscape, smoot.hing off the crests
of hills and filling the valleys with till and outwash. In some places it changed the
course of rivers forcing them to cut new channels such as t.hat of the Wisconsin River at
the Wisconsin Dells.,
Elsewhere it dammed valleys to create lakes such as those of the
Madison area ..
The
reaching
still in
Wisconsin

Pleistocene glaciations were largely due to variations in the solar energy
the earth as a result of changes in its orbit and axial inclination .
We are
the Ice Age, and it is likely that glaciers will grow and again cover much of
in future millennia.,

More detailed information on Ice Age material in
ing pUblications,

Wi~consin

is given in the follow-

Hadley, D. W.. , and Pelham, J . H. , 1976, Glacial deposit.s of Wisconsin:
Wisconsin Geological and Natural History Survey Map Series No. 10 .
Mickelson, D.M., and others, 1984, Pleistocene st.ratigraphic units of
Wisconsin: Wisconsin Geological and Natural Hist.ory Survey Miscellaneous Paper 84-1, 15 p.
Goebel, J.E" and others, 1983, Quaternary geologic map of the
Minneapoli s 4 ° x 6 ° Quadrangle, Un i ted States:
U.S.. Geological
Survey Map I--1420(NL-lS),
Far'rand, W.R., and others, 1984, Quaternary geologic map of the Lake
Superior 4° x 6° Quadrangle, United States and Canada: U.S . Geolog·ical Survey Map I-1420(NL-16) ,
Lineback, J.A., and others, 1983, Quaternary geologic map of the
Chicago 4° x 6° Quadrangle, United stat.es: U.S, Geological Survey
Map I·-1420(NK-16).
Revised November 1984
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GEOLOGIC HISTORY OF WISCONSIN'S BEDROCK
Introduction

The bedrock geologic record in Wisconsin

Phanerozoic Eon
IS

d'ivided into two major divisions of time: the Pre-

cambnan, older than 600 million years, and the Paleozoic, younger than 600 million years. The Precambrian rocks are at t)1e bottom and consist predommantly of crvstalline rocks. They are overlain
by PaleozoIc rocks which consist of relatively flat-Iymg, in some cases fossil-bearing, sedimentary
rocks.
Precambrian rocks form the bedrock beneath the glacial deposits In northern Wisconsin and
occur beneath the PaleozoIc rocks in the south (see-the last paragraph and the cross-section on the

reverse side). PaleozoIc rocks may once have covered northern Wisconsin, but if they did, they have
been removed by eroSIOn. Glacial deposits, Including clay and sand and gravel, cover bedrock In the
northern and eastern three-fifths of the state.
In areas covered by glaCial deposits, surface outcrops are so sparse that details of the bedrock
geology are obscured. In such areas the only dues to the underlying rocks are obtained from rock
cuttings and cores obtained from drill holes and from geophysical survevs which disclose magnetic
and gravity variations.
Precambrian Eon
The Precambrian IS divided into two eras, the older Archean and the younger ProterozoIc.
Each is subdivided into three penods--Early, Middle, and Late.
Archean
Rocks older than 2,500 million years are termed Archean. The oldest Archean rocks are
gneisses (gn), or banded rocks. These are more than 2,800 million years old and are In Wood
County. Similar old ages have been determined for rocks south of Hurley, where recognizable volcanic rocks {mv) have been Intruded by 2,700 million year old granite (gn). All of these rocks have
been extensively deformed, and in many areas they are so highly altered that their original nature
and origin are extremely difficult to Interpret. Because of this difficulty, both the older gneisses
and some younger (ProterozoIc) gneissIc and crystalline rocks are combined on this geologic map.
Proterozoic
There are four principal groups of rocks In the ProterozoIc. The oldest are around ',800 to
1.900 million years old. These Early ProterozoIc rocks consist of sedimentary (s) rocks including
slates, graywacke and iron formation, and volcaniC (va) rocks. The sedimentary rocks dominate In
the north, with volcaniC rocks becoming more abundant In central WisconSin. These laYered rocks
were Intruded by gabbros (.ga), diorities. and granites (gr) about the same time that they were being
folded and deformed.
Quartz-rich Earlv ProterozoIc sedimentary rocks (q) occur as erosional remnants, or outliers. on
the older ProterozOic rocks; they were deformed about 1,700 million years ago. The Barron QuartzIte In the Blue Hills of Rusk and Barron counties. the Baraboo Quartzite In Sauk and Columbia
counties, and Rib Mountain Quartzite In Marathon County are some of the major remaining areas
of once widespread blankets of sandstone.
The oldest Middle ProterozoIc rocks Include the granites. syenites, and anorthOSites (g, a) of
the Wolf River complex. This extensive body of related granitic rocks was Intruded into Lower
ProterozoIc volcaniC and sedimentary rocks around .\ ,500 million years ago.
The youngest ProterozoIc rocks In WisconSin are about 1,100 million years old and are
called Keweenawan rocks. At the time of their formation a malor rift or fracture zone split the
contment from Lake Superior south through Minnesota and into southern Kansas. Keweenawan
rocks can be divided into two groups: an older sequence of igneous rocks including lavas (v) and
gabbros (t), and a younger seC\uence of sandstone {55}. These rocks occur in northwestern Wisconsm.
In central WisconSin diabase dikes were also emplaced at this time.
At the close of the Precambrian, most of Wisconsin had been eroded to a rather flat plain upon
which stood hills of more resistant rocks such as the quartzites In the Baraboo bluffs.

The PhanerozoIc is divided into three eras. They are from the oldest to the youngest: the
PaleOZOIC (old life), MeSOZOIC (middle life), and CenozoIc (most recent life). The PaleozOIC IS represented by a thick sequence of sandstones, shales and dolomites (dolomite IS Similar to limestone);
the MeSOZOIc, possibly by gravels; and the Cenozoic. onlY by glacier-related deposits.
In the PaleozOIC Era the sea advanced over and retreated from the land several times. The
PaleOZOIC Era began with the Cambrian Peflod (€l during which Wisconsin was submerged at least
tWice beneath the sea. Sediments eroded by waves along the shoreline and by nvers draining the
land were deposited in the sea to form sandstone and shale. These same processes continued into
the OrdOVICian Penod (Opc, Osp, Os, Om) dUring which WisconSin was submerged at least three
more Urnes. Ammals and plants liVIng In the sea depOSited lavers and reefs of calcium carbonate
which are now dolomite. DepOSits that built up In the sea when the land was submerged were
partially or completelY eroded dUring the times when the land was eievated above sea level. At the
dose of the OrdOVICian Period, and in the succeeding SilUrian (Sdl and Devonian (0), WisconSin IS
believed to have remained submerged. There are no rocks of the PaleOZOIC Era younger than DevOnian In WisconSin. Whether material was depOSited and subsequently removed by erOSion, or was
never depOSited, IS open to speculation.
Absence of younger PaleOZOiC rocks makes Interpretation of post-Devonian history in Wisconsin a matter of conjecture. If dinosaurs roamed WisconSin, as they might well have In the MesozOIC
Era some 200 million years ago. no trace of their presence remains. Available evidence from
neighbOring areas Indicates that towards the close of the PaleOZOIC Era the area was gently uplifted
and it has remained so to the present. The uplifted land surface has been carved by millions of
years of rain. Wind, running water, and glacial action. With the possible exception of some pebbles
about 100 million years old, no MeSOZOIc age bedrock has been identified in WisconSin.
In the last million years dUring a time called the Pleistocene, glaCiers Invaded WisconSin from
the north and modified the land surface by carving and gouging out soft bedrock. and depositing
hills and ridges of sand and gravel as well as flat lake beds of sand, silt, and ciay. In this manner,
the glaCiers smoothed the hill tops. filled the valleys. and left a deposit of debrIS over all except the
southwestern part of the state. The numerous lakes and wetlands which dot northern WisconSin
occupy low spots in this Pleistocene land surface. GlaCial depOSits are not shown on the map of
bedrock geology; however, the line of farthest glacial advance IS shown.
A separate glaCial
deposits map is available.

Cross Section
To assist in understanding the bedrock geology of WisconSin, a cross section has been prepared
(see reverse side). A cross section represents a vertical slice of the earth '5 crust shOWing the subsurface rock layers in much the same way as a vertical slice of cake shows the layers of cake and frostIng. The WisconSin cross section showS the SUbsurface geology along a line from Stoddard in Vernon
County, through Devil's Lake near Baraboo In Sauk County, to Whitefish Bay In Milwaukee County.
The hOrizontal scale 15 the same as that of the geologiC map, but the vertical scale IS exaggerated so
that vertical thicknesses are expanded 50 times compared to hOrizontal distances. The PaleOZOIC
rocks are shown as layers, the younger units lying above the older units. Thev ·are also shown dipping
to the west in the western part of the state and dipping east In the eastern part of the state. thus
forming an arch. The center and oldest parts of this arch are found in the Baraboo bluffs, where the
Baraboo Quartzite IS exposed at the surface. As shown In the cross section by fine lines In the
quartzite. the Baraboo area was folded into a U~shaped structure. or syncline, before the PaleozOiC
rocks were depOSited. Quartzite and granite underlie the PaleOZOIC rocks aiong this section.
The gray unit shown at the top of the rock sequence In the eastern part of the cross sectIOn
represents glaCial materials which do not occur to the west.

